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Masahiro SHIOTA § I. Introduction
In [2] we see that any formal power series in two variables with coefficients in R or C (in this paper only the real case will be considered,)
can be transformed to a polynomial by some automorphism change of the variables. In [3] Whitney shows an example which is a convergent series in three variables but which cannot be transformed to a polynomial.
In this paper we give a formal power series example in three variables that is never transformed to be convergent ( § 2).
A formal power series is the Taylor expansion of some C°° function at the origin by E. Bore] theorem. The followings refine it.
Theorem 1. Let f be a formal power series in the variables jc= (x l9 '",a; n We prove only the case n = K=1. In the general case there is nothing to prove moreover.
Let f be a formal power series X] a n x% where a n are reals. It is enough to find sufficiently large reals m n such that X] a n (l -exp( -1 /m n x^)x n converges on Proof of (2) Apply Zorn's lemma, and X has a maximal element (A, 0). Now, we prove that A of the maximal is itself EF. Assume that A is a proper subset of 2% and that C is an element in 3 but not in A. There are two cases,
(1). C is algebraic over A; (2) . C is not so.
The case (1). Let A[C] and A[£] be the ring generated by C over A and the polynomial ring in ^-variable with coefficients in A respectively, and let 6 be the homomorphism from A[£] to A[C] naturally defined by 0(t) = £. Let P(£) be an element of ker 0 whose degree as a ^-polynomial takes the minimal in ker 6. For any element Q of ker 6, dividing Q by P we have QQ' = PP'+R with Q'e A, P', JRe A[*]. Since R^kerd and degree JR^degree P, we see jR = 0. Hence we have the equality (a) QQ'=PP' for some Q'eA--{0} and P'eA|>]. Let P(*)=<M*+-+ a n +i. We may assume C~-^s for an integer 5 through some change of the variable x. Let 0*P(0 denote (t)(a^t n -\ h0O n+1 ). We shall define an extension homomorphism 0 of 0 from A[£] to <? such that T°0(t)=x s and 0(ker0)=0. This follows from (a) if we choose a germ g(.r) flat at 0 such that ^P^ + g) =0. Let y be a variable.
Then 0#P(.r s + :y) is a polynomial ^y n H h& w +i in y with coefficients in 8. We see that £ n+1 is flat at 0 and that
is not flat. Because we have degree (dp/df)(t) = degree P(£) -1 and therefore dp/dt&'ker 6. Put y=x N z for a sufficiently large Nand a new variable . This contradicts the maximality of (A, 0). Hence A is £?.
The proof of the case (2) is trivial from the proof of (1). Theorem 2 follows.
Remark. Even if we treat only the homomorphisms where the image of a convergent power series is naturally defined, there are infinitely many homomorphisms. We can prove this from the fact that any nonconvergent formal power series is algebraically independent over the convergent series ring. 
Corollary. The composed homomorphism S°T is not a morphism. Here S is defined in Theorem 2.
Proof. Suppose it is a morphism induced by some $. The first derivative of (j) takes a non-zero value at 0. Hence S°T is an automorphism, on the other hand we have S°T(f) =0 for f flat at 0.
Remark. The general preparation theorem in [1] does not hold in the homomorphism case. That is, this S°T is quasifinite but not finite.
